
Extreme Experience

Harvey T-60S
Heavy-Duty
Woodworking Lathe



The T-60S is built for fine woodturning. 

Based on Harvey's demanding product requirements, 
this Turbo Series lathe has a powerful motor, heavy 
duty premium castings,  and a well designed operating 
system. All of which add up to a machine which can 
satisfy the creative imaginations of woodturners.

Built for woodworkers who love to turn; schools, and 
commercial shops. Trust us, you will love it, too!



The T-60S was designed with a servo motor for its 
strong and consistent driving power and instant load 
response. The 2HP (1.5 kW) motor has a 300% 
overload capacity which can overcome overloading 
during heavy turning operations.

The extraordinary speed control of the servo motor 
maintains the consistent turnings with a 1 microsecond response 
time. With its precise software, the controller intelligently tracks the 
torque needed and simultaneously provides the proper power to the 
spindle. 

As a turner, you will enjoy the smooth operation without hassles and 
interruptions. 

An Industrial Servo Motor Provides
Powerful and Consistent Drive 



The bed, head stock and tail stock are made of premium cast iron. The head stock and tail stock slide 
freely on the bed ways which are precision machined and ground for smoothness.

This effort provides the basis for the centers to be precisely aligned in use.

Precision Machined and Ground Castings



The spindle of the T-60S is 
made of premium alloy which 
is supported by three precision 
bearings to insure the rigidity 
of the spindle and providing 
accurate and consistent 
performance.

Oversized Alloy Spindle
Supported by
Three Precision Bearings



Low
Range

High
Range

The head stock and spindle are specially designed for changing 
or replacing the belt without the removal of the spindle which 
improves working efficiency. 

Easy Belt Changing



The remote switch box has a magnetic 
backing and can be attached to any 
metallic surface of the lathe, which 
greatly improves the convenience of 
starting and stopping the machine.

Magnetic-backed
Remote Switch



Mount on the leg
for outboard turning

Innovative Design for
Turning Oversized Workpieces

The sliding head stock with the extension bed (optional) allows a 35" 
swing for convenient outboard bowl turning.

The multiple mounting positions provide more set-ups for various 
projects.

Mount on the side
for convenient operation



The lathe tail stock can easily swing 180°  
and stored out of the way when not needed.

Easy Swing Tail Stock



The cast-steel tool rest is chromed on the edges 
to reduce wear.

The geometry of the tool rest has been 
redesigned to allow for better chisel movement 
improving the overall comfort for the user.

The heavy duty banjo is easily maneuvered and 
locks securely into place on the bed.

Redesigned Tool Rest 



With the built-in 48 position spindle lock and index 
system, the spindle can be locked at different angles 
providing accurate index turning and solid positioning 
for carving or routing.

Built-in Spindle Lock
and Index System
Makes Operation Easier



The spindle safety guard is standard equipment 
and helps to protect the operator if a work piece 
comes off the spindle while turning.

Spindle Safety Guard 



The comparator assembly equipped on the T-60S makes it easier to 
observe or take measurements from the reference spindle to transfer to 
the work piece.

The Comparator Assembly
Makes Duplication Turning Easier



Standard Accessories

Optional Accessories

3” Face Plate

Face Plate Spanner

Spur Center

Live Center

Knock Out Rod

Tool Kit

12” Swing Bed

Comparator Assembly

24” Spindle Guard Assembly

Remote Switch

20” Extension Bed 

Item NO.
Basic Specification
Maximum Swing Over Bed
Distance Between Centers
Max. Swing Over Tool Slide
Spindle Speeds (High Range / Low Range)
Distance Between Spindle Center to Floor
Spindle
Taper
Thread
Through Hole Dia.
Spindle Indexing
Tail Stock
Tail Stock Quill Taper
Through Hole Dia.
Tail Stock Travel
Motor Data
Motor
Power
Power Supply

702030
Imperial
24″
48″
20″
200-3500 rpm / 60-1000 rpm 
44″
Imperial
MT2# 
1-1/4x8(RH)TPI 
5/8″
48 
Imperial
MT2# 
3 /8″
4-1/2″
Imperial
Servo Motor
2 HP
230 V/ 1 Ph/ 60 HZ

702035
Metric
610 mm
1220 mm
500  mm
200-3500 rpm / 60-1000 rpm
1118 mm
Metric
MT2#
M33×3.5 mm
15.8 mm
48 Positions
Metric
MT2#
9.525mm
115 mm
Metric
Servo Motor
1.5 kW
230 V/ 1 Ph/ 50 HZ

Specifications for T-60S

Satisfy to UL StandardCertificate Satisfy to CE Standard

Item No.: 703707


